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At the end of the work of the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Employment, the delegation for Paru wishes briefly to convey its feelings
and thougts on the accomplishments of the same, particularly in regard
to the Draft prepared in Geneva and, on the other hand, to the needs and

hopes of the under-developed countries, emong which, of course, Peru is to

be found.
The Peruvian delegation would think, with reference to the Geneva

Draft, that only a few substantial changes have been introduced by this

Havana Conference, and that after an intensive discussion lasting through

four months the said text has been improved. Therefore, and in this same

regard, the delegation for Peru considers that the spirit of the Havana

Charter, its form and its content, have remained basically unaltered,

although particular mention may be made of the following changes:
In the approval, of quantitative restrictions to be established

with a vies; to forward economic development, a certain degree of

automatism has been introduced, although only within a limited scope

(Article 13);
The Tariff Committee has been eliminated and its task and

mission have been entrusted to the ordinary bodies of the

Organization (Article .17 and 81);
The rules governing negotiations that tend to reduce customs

duties and to eliminate preferences have been improved (Article 17);

The provisions relating to discriminatory application of

quantitative restrictions in cases of disequilibria in balance of

payments have been relaxed (Article 23);
Subsidies to exports have been placed under greater control

(Article 28);
The voting system is to be on the basis of countries represented

in the Organization and not on any form of weighting (Article 76);
Greater freedom in relation with countries not Members of the

Organization has been accepted. (Article 93).
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Indeed, these changes have improved the Geneva Draft for they have

given to it greater flexibility and have also satisfied in some cases.,

although only limatedly, the requests and hopes of under-developed

countries. These countries, consequently, feel that such insufficient.
accomplishments ought to be under-scored, particularly if we are to bear

in mind the narrow way in which Article 15 has -been finally drafted, and

that the provisions of Article 93, in this regard, diminish- even-further

the scope of said. Article 15.

On the other hand, the Havana Charter has sanctioned the survival of

the old preferential systems, which were established beforehand with

neither restrictnctions nor compensations, although these qualifications are

to be fully applied to new preferential agreements; and, furthermore, the

Charter, under some conditions, has accepted the imposition of quantitative

restrictions to imports. of agricultural products as well as subsidies. The

adoption of all these provisions and measures, which for some time have

damaged. and, without doubt, are still damaging the interests of

under.developed countries constitutes a great hindrance to these. same

countries, the economies of which substantially. depends on the export of

a few agricultural products, and, on the other hand, are lacking in the ways

and means, on account of their financial fiscal and customs,systems, to

pursue a similar or retaliatory policy.

Intending to steer away both from an unwarranted optimism and froman

exaggerated passimism, a fair and objective analysis of the achievements of

the Havana Conference leads the delegation for Peru to assert the ensuing

propositions.
The outstanding merit of the Havana Charter lies in its provisions of

a rather negative character, and these are, in the main., as follows:

obligation to negotiate the reduction of one kind- of trade barriers

(Tariffs and Preferences), regulation of other ones (Subsidies.) and the

prohibition to impose other (Quantitative Restrictions) although the latter

is subject to so may end so great exceptions that its benefits become

rather ideal than real, at least during.-the early years of the Organization.

In fact, it may be said, that the purpose has been to make it impossible the

establishment of new trade barriers, rather than to eliminate the ones-already

in existence. Now, perhaps this has been unavoidable, in view of the hard.

demands ofi international life and of the grert interests linked to situations

of fact,which may-have forced acompromise between the intended.ideal and

the bare realities of these. same interests and, demands.
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Also the provisions tandig to stimulate international investment in

functionof economic development should merit a special attention, for in

the Charter they appear as lacking in the effectiveness that the situation
would, require, whereas they could have been positive and valid measures in

order to bring forth a greater advancemant in international commerce.
Fromthe very outset the delegation for Peru made disposition with

regard to the Charter quite clear. True to its stand in favour of a

world commerce ridden of old barriers and fetters, which are norms that

have traditionally inspired the trade policies of Peru, our delegation

.eels to have concurred from the very beginning, and all throughout, with
the aim of this Charter. However, our delegation considers, that it

would not be completely loyal to this principle if it were to silence its

regret at the grim fact that, by far, it has not been totally fullfilled.
In view of this failure, and its most determinate wishes notwithstanding,
our delegation was forced to accept the compromise frame of discussion that
has circumscribed this Conference, and. thereby it had to weigh, under this

new light, the most vital and urgent problems of this country.
Once in this terrain of discussion, the delegation for Peru would

have preferred, for instance, the obliteration of all the preferences in

existence and the acceptance, without exceptions, of the most-favoured-
nation treatment. Hewever, inasmuch as this possibility was promptly
discarded when the old preferences were accepted, it became necessary for

the underdeveloped countries to secure compensatory dispositions although

they often turned out to be both insufficient and incomplete, in the

possibility of establishing new preferential agreements in function of

economic development, duly conditioned to criteria, and largely limited by
guarantees and compensations to be awarded to other countries.

Likewise, the delegation for Peru was compelled to forfeit the hopes
it had. entertained to eliminate quantitative restrictions affecting
agricultural products for export, this being the reason for its acceptance
of inadequate and insufficient provisions, which within the dispositions
of Article 13, may allow Peru or any other underdeveloped country, to

promote and substentiate its economic development.
It should, therefore, be plainly stated that it has been the frame of

reference adopted by the Conference that has forced the delegation for Peru,
like many other delegation, to take the stand it has chosen. Since it was

evident that the Havana Charter was leaving room for old preferences and

quantitative restrictions, both of which had been established with neither
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controls nor criteria ani regardless of the damage they may infict on

other nation, it was imperative to open at least one way to be used by

the answer and underdeveloped countries for the purpose of economic

developent. To prôceed otherise, so did the peruvian delegation

understand it, would have been morally inconsistent, even if the case is

that the new exceptions tothe principle of free trade are narrower than

the old ones.
The delegation forPeru feels that this Conference did not succeed in

obliterating to a desirable extent the barriers of international trade,

certainly not insofar as the greater and more substantial ones are concerned,

Nonetheless, in view of the provisions thereof, it may secure in the future

that these barriers be not further increased, and it may also pave the way

for a reduction of preferences that might lead to the total elimination as

well as to a diminution of customs duties and quantitative restrictions.

We are hoping and wishing that this be so, because, as it has already been

said, these principles have always inspired the trade policies of Peru.

To come to an ènd, Mr. President, the delegation for Peru cannot be

oblivious to the full meaning of both this Charter and its Organization.

Very much to the contrary; for under the trying circumstances of today and

considering the various perils surrounding our nascent international

economic organization, a Charter such as ours and the Organization which

it is to govern, indubitalIy are outstanding and promising achievements.

Loyal to her llongstending traditions, Peru will lend her most decided and

heartfelt support to this-greatand noble undertaking.


